
TURN TO WELLNESS
Introducing the Human Touch® Circa ZG Chair. Circa combines 
the therapeutic benefits of zero gravity seating with air massage 
technology, soothing heat, and power-adjustable seating. Control 
the chair using the included remote or the easy-access, one-touch 
armrest controls. Designed with a durable, steel swivel base paired 
with luxurious leather and an Oak wood-accent, Circa delivers both 
soothing neutral-posture pain relief and exceptional seating comfort.



SPECIFICATIONS
Upright Dimensions:  33” L X 32.5” W X 51” H

Reclined Dimensions: 66.5” L X 32.5” W X 31” H
Seat Dimensions:  23.5” W x 19” D x 20” H
Required Recline Clearance:  22”
Weight:  132 lb
Maximum Load Weight:  325 lb

Zero gravity positioning allows for 
deeper, more relaxed breathing.

A revolution in seating 
design, the dual-motor 
power allows independent 
positioning of the recline 
angle and leg elevation.

Elevation of the legs above the heart 
helps improve blood flow.

An added layer of memory foam comfort 
conforms to your body’s unique contours.

Neutral-posture positioning evenly 
distributes your body weight to 

eliminate painful pressure points.

The full-support, memory foam pillow cradles the head and neck 
while providing ergonomic support. Easily adjust the pillow with a 
magnet that you can move along the spine of the chair.

FEATURES

AVAILABLE IN:

Espresso

100-CIRCA-001

Latte

100-CIRCA-002

3-YEAR WARRANTY

Structure, Parts, 
and In-Home Service

MEMORY SETTINGS
Set two of your favorite positions for easy, 
one-touch recall.

TARGETED MASSAGE BENEFITS
Featuring a Wave Therapy air massage system, 
choose the Relax or Stretch program to soothe 
your entire back or add Lumbar support.

MULTIPLE HEAT ZONES
Adding heat gently soothes the back and glutes 
to loosen tight muscles and help relieve pain.

ONE-STEP ZERO GRAVITY SEATING
Recline into the comfort of zero gravity with a 
simple press of the remote’s ZeroG® button.

BUILT-IN USB PORT 
Use the built-in USB port to charge your 
favorite hand-held device while you listen to 
music or an eBook, or watch videos.

FULLY ADJUSTABLE
Use the remote control or in-arm buttons to 
easily adjust your seating position just the 
way you like it for optimal support.

SMART NAP TIMER OPTIONS
Wakes you up when desired by restoring 
the chair to the upright position—select 
from 15, 30, or 60 minutes.

SWIVEL BASE 
The durable steel base swivels 275 degrees, 
enabling you to face your desired direction, 
and features an automatic lock during recline. 
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